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Hungary, the retail of our products is subject to customized one-time agreements.
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MANUFACTURING ROOF TILES FOR ALMOST A 100 YEARS
2007
The exciting Zenit rooftile with Carbon colour,
rectangle shape, smooth
and homogenous
surface was introduced
to the public. The Zenit
represents a new wave
against the traditional
roof-tiles. This was
the first product line
imprinted with the
ColorSystem colour
protection.

2000
Danubia, the most
popular wavy roof-tile
family to date, was
born as a result of the
dynamic development
of the manufacturing
processes and
significant product
developments.

1920

Kálmán
Mészáros started
the manufacturing of
roof-tiles in Negyed,
a town, which now
belongs to Slovakia.
The so-called
Mészáros-tiles were
handmade at the time.

We introduced our
double arched cut,
grooved product the
Rundo. The Rundo
was awarded the BNV
Grand Prize the same
year.
Our wavy Standard
tiles appeared at the
Hungarian market.

Mészáros changThe beginning es its name to
Mediterrán

More roof-tiles more
acknowledgements

The third generation
of the family entered into the business, followed by a
quick technological
development.

Innovation – new factory, new technology

We built the factory of
our Slovakian branch,
Mediterran Slovakia s.r.o.
in Farkasd, Slovakia.
An automated
manufacturing line was
launched in the factory.

1993
Vilmos Mészáros
relocated the seat of
the family business
to Bóly situated in
the southern area of
Baranya County.
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We further broadened
our range with the
special repeatedly
coated Coppo product
line, which won us
the Grand Prize
at the Construma.
Construma is the
most significant
construction industry
and DIY exhibition in
Hungary and in the
middle-eastern Europe region.

Sustainable
development…

for at least
90 years

2009

Present

Our Standard product
line became available
in nude colour and at a
very fair price.

Our company
currently operates
as an internationally
known manufacturer
of concrete tiles and
complex roof covering
systems. At Terrán
Tetőcserép Gyártó
Ltd. scientific research
and development, the
demand for the highest
quality and shipping
discipline are all basic
requirements. This is
the only way to achive
our main goal: satisfied
customers.

2008
2003

2012

2010

2004

1997

Future

Beyond the lasting
quality of our products,
Production commenced
which derives
in our newest factory in
from their physical
Bóly further enhancing
characteristics, our
our flexibility regarding
company’s philosophy
manufacturing and
is to create unique
shipping. This factory
shapes and colours,
operates with a high
which are inspired
technology that is unique by the joy of life. We
in the middle-eastern
take serious product
European area. In order
development steps in
to meet market demands order to provide you
our company renewed
with the choice of the
its product range in
best roof covering
September.
suiting your taste and
style by unleashing
your creativity.
As a result of ongoing
research we developed
the Resistor coating
procedure, which
provides premium
protection and
endurance to our rooftiles.

2005

4 FACTORIES, 5 INTERNATIONAL AFFILIATE COMPANIES

By introducing the
Rundo, Danubia,
Coppo and the
Zenit roof-tiles we
broadened our
product range
imprinted with
the Colorsystem
colour protection. In
Kunszentmiklós we
started working with
a fully automated
manufacturing line.

2014
Mediterrán goes Terrán.
The new brand name
was another step on the
way to strengthening
the market position
of the company. The
recent technological
developments and the
new factories were all
preparations for this
step. With the brand
name TERRÁN we would
like to demonstrate
that our products
represent a modern
style, which is climate
independent and looks
good anywhere around
the World.
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Hungary – Bóly and Pécs

Hungary – Kunszentmiklós

Slovakia – Farkasd

Romania – Campia Turzii

manufacturing plant and
centraloffice

manufacturing plant

manufacturing plant

manufacturing plant
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6

7

Croatia – Osijek

Serbia – Subotica

Czech Republic – Brno

retail centre

retail centre

retail centre

The future goal of our company is to sustain our dynamic growth in the Hungarian market and the markets of the neighbouring
countries.
This is why we continuously increase our
manufacturing capacity.
Our factory in Bóly was completely replaced with a new factory
in 2012. Today the Terrán concrete tiles are manufactured in 3
factories using a completely automated technology.
This is how we ensure the quick and continuous product
supply.

This is why we continuously broaden our retail chain.
We opened retail centres in 5 countries outside of Hungary
in order to supply the markets of 8 countries with Terrán
concrete tiles.
This is how we reduce shipping distance and make
our products easily available at the domestic and
international markets.
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WE CHOSE CONCRETE…

MATERIALS RETRIEVED FROM NATURE
We only use the following nature friendly materials for manufacturing our products.

...because it stands the test of
time
Concrete as a material has a few thousand years
worth of history. The ancient Greeks used the
mixture of burned chalk and sand in 2000 A.D., the
romans also added volcanic ash into the mixture. This
concrete was used to build the dome of the 2000
year old Pantheon in Rome. It is due to the concrete
that we can still admire this building nowadays.
Concrete therefore proved to be a material that
stands the test of time.
chalk heated and then broken
down to ashes - basically cement,
the basis of manufacturing

water – mixed with cement
it provides for the firmness of
the concrete

...because it is environmental
friendly
COLORS INSPIRED BY NATURE
The Terrán tiles have been designed to blend with their
surroundings due to their natural colours, this enables
them to add but not take away from their environment.

river sand – similarly to glass
manufacturing we only use strictly
classified and especially clean sand

iron-oxide – used for painting,
also available in nature. It is used in
certain cosmetics and even food as
colouring agent

NATURE FRIENDLY MANUFACTURING PROCESS
In our newest factories in Bóly and Kunszentmiklós we use
a closed technology, which grants that the manufacturing of
roof-tiles consumes less energy, and therefore it means much
lower level of harmful emission. For example, the system
reuses the process water used during the manufacturing
cycle.
According to the findings of an environmental impact
assessment*, prepared in connection with the production
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of roof-covering products, the manufacturing of concrete
roof-tiles is the third best practice after reed and shingle
regarding the energy consumption and environmental
impact (carbon-dioxide and sulphur-dioxide emission, the
environmental impact level of the generated waste).
Based on its overall ecological status we can say:
It is time to think of concrete roof tiles as an
environmental friendly solution!
*Source: www.foek.hu
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CONCRETE ROOF TILES ARE A GOOD CHOICE BECAUSE
THEY…
are watertight

keep colour

Due to its compactness the concrete completely
deflects humidity, therefore water cannot get in
between the pores.
This has multiple advantages:

The material of the concrete is tinted. It gets the
required colour from the oxidized paint therefore
the colour of the tiles remains homogenous on a
large surface.

Concrete does not fragment, therefore it is
ÎÎ
more long lasting. The tiles are not damaged
by the changes of state of water particles
during cycles of freezing and melting.
It does not absorb water, therefore the
ÎÎ
weight of the roof is not changing. This is
good for the roof structure stability.

A further advantage is that there is no natural, even
surface wear.

keep their shape and are
practical to use
The manufacturing process ensures an even shape,
which provides for the better fitting of the tiles on
the roof.

resist environmental
impacts
Our concrete tiles are very long lasting thanks
to our coating processes. These coatings
(ColorSystem, Resistor), which are the same
colour as the basic tile, provide long lasting
protection against:

The benefits of our tiles during the construction of
a roof:

wind, etc.),
dirt,
ÎÎ
moss,
ÎÎ
UV-radiation,
ÎÎ
smog in the cities with polluted air.
ÎÎ
In summary the tiles deflect water, dirt,
moss and sunshine.
They are basically self-cleaning!

1 Calculation of the necessary
material
We are ready to accurately calculate the necessary material
quantity free of charge, if you send us your plans.
The below plans are necessary for the calculation:
- Floor plans or the roof top view drawings (same as a
conceptual plan)
- All façade drawings
- In case of a complex roof style: a cutaway view
The pitch of the roof, the length of the rafter, the size of
the overhang of the eaves and the type of tiles are also
necessary for precise calculations.
You can send the plans and the drawings to the following
address:
Mailing address:		 Terrán Tetőcserép Gyártó Ltd.
													 H – 7607 Pécs, Pf.: 7
Faximile:							 +36-69/569-963
E-mail:									 marketing@terranteto.hu
We do not take responsibility for any damages arising from
miscalculations.

they fit accurately
ÎÎ
they are easily repairable
ÎÎ
they can be fitted easily
ÎÎ

rain water,
ÎÎ
extreme weather conditions (hail, strong
ÎÎ

GENERAL INFORMATION

2 Professional advice
You may consult our Application manual regarding the professional usage of Terrán Products. Our professional construction
consultant colleagues are happy to assist you with any questions that may arise. You can reach them by e-mail at
marketing@terranteto.hu or on the phone at +36-69/569-950.

have large endurance
The surface mechanical endurance of the tiles is
very high,
therefore even bigger amounts of snow or ice
ÎÎ
cannot cause fractioning.

3 Shipping to construction sites
Delivery is free of charge within the borders of Hungary in
case of product orders exceeding 4 pallets. Please report
to us in writing any breakage arising from shipping as
described in our General Terms and Conditions.

4 Orders
The Terrán products are distributed by construction material
retailers all around the country.
You can order our products from our partners upon a preliminary material requirement calculation. At the calculation
of the quantities it is important to consider the following. In
order to ensure safe delivery, the quantities must be dividable by 40 in case of the product lines, RUNDO, ZENIT and
SYNUS, 42 in case of product lines DANUBIA, COPPO 2018
and STANDARD, and 4 in case of ridge-tiles.

By choosing the optimal weight for the roof covering
the:
storm-proofness,
ÎÎ
heat and sound proofness
ÎÎ
of the roof can be improved.
However, the tile covering should only be considered
as 15-20% of the full weight when measuring of the
roof structure. The impact of the wind, snow and the
wooden roof structure must also be considered.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
www.acskereso.hu

9 Entrust the Terrán Roof
specialist with the roof

5 50 years guarantee
We choose our roofs for not only one year but for a
lifetime. Hence our company undertakes a written
guarantee of 50 years for the

By introducing the lifetime guarantee, we made one more
step towards the long-term protection of family homes. We
provide the opportunity and warranty for them to make sure
that they purchase a long lasting and fully functioning roof
system from us. On top of all this, we would like to provide
help with the implementation as well by introducing our Terrán Roof specialist program.

accurate size of the tiles,
ÎÎ
watertightness,
ÎÎ
freeze resistance
ÎÎ
of the Terrán roof-tiles.

The Terrán Roof specialists are professionals,
who are expected to meet strict professional
standards, constantly educated, devoted to their
profession, up to date and represent the top
range of their profession.

With decades of determined work behind us we can proudly
say that our world class technology, the work and knowledge
of our engineers and other professionals makes us one of
the most modern construction material manufacturer in the
country.
All these factors enable us to provide, after thorough
professional consideration, such a long time guarantee as
the first Hungarian roof-tile concrete manufacturer. This
guarantees to our customers that the TERRÁN roof-tile
family is an excellent choice for more than one generation.

10 Tetőtépítek.hu
www.tetotepitek.hu

6 Lifetime Guarantee
If you are committed to quality and you are contemplating the installation of a complex roof system,
you can now purchase the Terrán roof-tiles with a
Lifetime Guarantee. We are first to provide such long
guarantee for our products amongst the Hungarian
concrete roof-tile manufacturers.
This proves to our customers that the Terrán roof-tile family is an excellent choice.
Additionally, with our Terrán Roofspecialist program we provide the specialists who ensure with their professional
construction skills that the family home will
serve its important purposes for a lifetime.
The guarantee letter is issued by the Manufacturer upon
receipt of the copy of the Customer’s invoice issued by our
Partner. The invoice may be sent to us by mail (H-7754 Bóly,
Tompa M. str. 10.) or by e-mail or fax (marketing@terranteto.hu
and fax: 06-69/569-951). The Manufacturer returns the
guarantee letter to the Customer by mail or electronic means.
For further details please contact us at
marketing@terranteto.hu e-mail address.
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7 Colours
Everyone can find the most suitable shape in our products
scale. Anything from wavy and “beaver tale“ tiles to straight
profile roof tiles. The diversity of shapes is only enhanced by
the large range of colours available.
You can find any roof colours in our products range from
original red shades, lively Mediterranean colours to dark
tones.
The colours displayed in this issue may differ from reality
due to printing technical reasons. The colours of the sample
tiles displayed at our retailers, especially in case of the
rustic and Coppo colours, may differ from the overall colour
effect shown on the roof.

8 Quality
We constantly monitor the quality of the base materials,
the proportion of their application, the properties of the
half-made and ready products, in order to provide you with
the best quality tiles.
The quality of the roof tiles meets the requirements of the
MSZ EN 490 standards. The quality of the final products is
monitored by independent accredited testing institutes in
order to meet the requirements of MSZ EN 491 standard.

Spectacular videos of flawless and professional
roof construction are available on our website.
We aim to share all information with anyone planning roof
construction or renovation, which can help with finding the
best roof systems taking into consideration the domestic
climate and specific demands.
On our website tetotepitek.hu we specifically address the
topic of underlays, insulation, protection against
snow and wind and the guarantees that are all
essential nowadays.
With our underlay choosing application we help you to
choose the most appropriate underlay for you by just a few
clicks and provide details regarding the product. You can
ask for free samples before your final decision. Feel free
to contact our professionals directly with any questions.

Slate roof situation?
11 Terrán Slate roof changing
Program
It is inevitable that homes with slate or bitumen based
shingled roofs are a common sight of the countryside view
and old homes. However, with our Slate Roof Changing
Program we provide help to those who are already
contemplating changing their environment polluting bitumen based shingled or slated roofs. Contact us, if you have
not found the easy, quick and cost efficient solution yet.
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OUR PRODUCTS AND THEIR SURFACE TREATMENT

WE ARE THINKING IN A COMPLEX ROOF SYSTEM

The 100% Hungarian owned Terrán Tetőcserép Gyártó Ltd. offers complex roof systems at the Hungarian market in the
following colours and shapes:

We do not only manufacture and sell roof tiles, but also all concrete, metal and plastic system accessories that are necessary
for the professional construction of the entire roof. When manufacturing our accessories we make sure that they fit with the
chosen roof in function and colour as much as possible.

colorsystem
protection

NOSTALGIC
BEAVER TAILED
RUNDO

BRICK

BURGUNDY DARK BROWN ANTHRACITE

CORAL

6. Construction of valleys

MERLOT

MOChA

CARBON

7. Roof penetration

3. Construction of the hips

(aerial-, gutter ventilation and solar adapter)
8. MediSOLAR solar cell and solar collector system
9. Construction of wall, chimney and fascia
10. MediFol membrane (meeting al demands)
11. Snow guards

BRICK

MEDITERRANNEAN
FEEL
COPPO 2018

ferrara

BURGUNDY DARK BROWN ANTHRACITE

CORAL

MOChA

brick

12. Complex eaves rain systems

CARBON

13. Construction of eaves line

colorsystem
protection

RUSTIC
FEEL
TILES

modena

MODERN
LINES
ZENIT

NATuR

MERLOT

14. MediCOMFORT heat insulation

RUNDO Antique COPPO Antique ZENIT Antique

carbon

grafit

onix

granit

DARK BROWN

cherry

4
6

grosso-onix

chesnut

Thanks to the development of technology this industry can
use more and more advantageous materials. The ColorSystem colour protection aims to provide for long
colorsystem
lasting colour tones and preserving their new
protection
condition. The so treated products can keep
up with the weather conditions far better.
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The two applied surface treatment differ in complexity and quality. They provide concrete tiles with a different level of colour
fading and wearing prevention. We aim to continuously meet the market demands and the high quality expectations of our
age by innovative surface treatment techniques and new colours.

ColorSystem

5

7

14
black

3

2
1

colorsystem
protection

LIGHT AND
STRONG
SYNUS

2. Fixing components

4. Safety fence system

colorsystem
protection

TRADITIONAL
STYLE
STANDARD

5. Complex collection of concrete accessories

(ridge-tile and cut tile-fixing, storm clamp)

colorsystem
protection

CLASSICAL
WAVY
DANUBIA

1. Loft lighting
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Resistor
The Resistor surface treatment process represents the
highest level of our current technological knowledge. It goes
beyond its age by not only the developed colour protection but other characteristics as well.
With the Resistor we can prepare a surface that
represents the highest quality of products with
its sophisticated surface and the used materials.
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nostalgic
beaver tail

Rundo
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NOSTALGIC BEAVER TAIL – RUNDO
Style creator roof
A pure, fresh and natural look. It meets the demands of the modern age, however it still remains the
choice of classic style-lovers as well.

colorsystem
protection

BRICK

burgundy

dark brown

antrachite

coral

merlot

mocha

carbon

For detailed information and prices please visit our website at www.terrantiles.com or inquire at our brand retailers.
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15

classic wavy

danubia
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CLASSIC WAVY – DANUBIA
Calming waves
Classic roof – slightly redefined by the new colours, because the wavy shape does not only look good
in red. Roof of the future which conquers today.

colorsystem
protection

BRICK

burgundy

dark brown

antrachite

coral

merlot

mocha

carbon

For detailed information and prices please visit our website at www.terrantiles.com or inquire at our brand retailers.
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19

mediterranean
feel

coppo
2 018

20
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MEDITERRANEAN FEEL – COPPO 2018
The joy of life
Provides an individual Mediterranean character to the house. It reflects the airy, pleasant feel of Italian
countryside with its spontaneous colours and timid colourfulness.

colorsystem
protection

ferrara

modena

For detailed information and prices please visit our website at www.terrantiles.com or inquire at our brand retailers.
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23

modern
lines

zenit
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MODERN LINES – ZENIT
Reflects a sophisticated taste and pure style.
Purity, power and design. Definitely developed in order to meet the most modern demands. These tiles
create a new wave in the roof covering industry.

onix

carbon

granit

space

moon

mars

grafit

grosso-onix

For detailed information and prices please visit our website at www.terrantiles.com or inquire at our brand retailers.

For detailed information and prices please visit our website at
www.terrantiles.com or inquire at our brand retailers.
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rustic
roof tiles
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RUSTIC ROOF TILES
Tasteful balance of warm sun ripened colours
You can create a unique, sunny southern feeling by using our roof tiles that we prepare with a random
colouring process.

colorsystem
protection

coppo 2018
Antique

rundo
Antique

zenit
Antique

For detailed information and prices please visit our website at www.terrantiles.com or inquire at our brand retailers.
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31

32

33

LIGHT AND STRONG – SYNUS
Making roof renovation easy.
With its lightness, the concretes firmness and resistance this is the best choice for roof renovations.

cherry

chesnut

brick

dark brown

black

For detailed information and prices please visit our website at www.terrantiles.com or inquire at our brand retailers.

For detailed information and prices please visit our website at
www.terrantiles.com or inquire at our brand retailers.
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35

traditional
style

standard
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TRADITIONAL STYLE – STANDARD
A roof that never disappoints
The first impression this roof gives us is colour and shape. Natural colours, soft lines and very good price.
This is our standard natural roof tile!

natúr

For detailed information and prices please visit our website at www.terrantiles.com or inquire at our brand retailers.
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39

metal and
plastic
accessories
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METAL AND PLASTIC ACESSORIES
For the construction of a roof that is safe and serves us for generations, we need not only the roof tiles but all the concrete,
metal and plastic accessories that will help with the full and professional construction of the roof.

RELIABILITY
By using our accessories of exceptional quality and
good price to value ratio everyone can create a
safe,

COMPATIBILITY

storm proof,

Our range of accessories was compiled in a way to
fit to the

long lasting,

colour,

and aesthetic

shape,

roof covering.

lifetime,

professional advice,
delivery to the construction site
simultaneously with the roof tiles.

QUALITY
We only offer accessory products that meet the highest
quality demands just like in the case of our concrete
products.

Our professional construction consultant colleagues
are ready to help you with any questions at
marketing@terranteto.hu e-mail address or at the
telephone number 06-69/569-950.

We continuously monitor the market demands, trends and
we are looking for the roof components that are the most
suitable for our high quality roof tiles.

You can find all important information and data
regarding the system components on our website
www.terrantiles.com
components list,

When choosing the components we consider the below
most important aspects:

DEVELOPMENTS
The manufacturing of both the roof tiles and the related roof
components is constantly developing and transforming in
order to meet market demands.
It is due to the continuous innovation,
that we can keep a supply of such components,
that come with 15 years of guarantee,

We offer a complete and free of charge service to our
customers including:
calculation of necessary material quantity,

quality of our roof tiles,
in order to reach a solution with the construction of our roof
THAT WILL SERVE FOR GENERATIONS.

OUR SERVICES

colour scale,

good price-value ratio,

necessary material quantity,

high quality without compromise,

prices,

easy availability,

underlay choosing application.

perfect compatibility with the Terrán roof tiles,
easy and quick application.

that we retail such own brand accessories
(MediFol underlays and MediRoll ridge
membrane) that meet the highest quality
demands. MediFol underlay chooser:
www.terrantiles.com
These days we have reached such cost effective solutions
that can also save us energy.
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For more detailed information and prices visit our website at
www.terrantiles.com or consult our brand retailers.

What are the most
necessary accessories?
43

THE NECESSARY ACCESSORIES

SNOW PROTECTION

USING OUR ACCESSORIES PROVIDES A LONG TERM SOLUTION WITH LITTLE INVESTMENT

It is a legal requirement to ensure the snow protection of
roofs with a pitch between 25 and 75 degrees. Further
to such legal requirement, the owner of the building is
responsible for all damages caused by the snow falling off
the building. Therefore it is practical to use sufficient snow
protection on roof sections which are above areas affected
by traffic (vehicles and pedestrians).

The necessary accessories:
MediFol underlay and membrane			

MediRoll ridge roll

Components ensuring the ventilation of eaves		

Components granting storm proofness

Using the above accessories make up only a small percentage of the roof’s overall costs, but they largely improve the value and
life term of the roof. Our further accessories may be found in our website www.terranteto.hu/tetorendszer-kiegeszitok.

MEDIFOL UNDERLAYS
In order to meet the growing demands towards roofs it
is necessary to apply membranes even under the tiles in
most cases.
THE UNDERLAYS IMPROVE THE WATER RESISTANCE
OF THE TILE COVERING. THEY PROTECT THE ROOF
STRUCTURE AND THE INSULATION AGAINST DUST,
SNOW DAMAGE AND OTHER IMPACTING FACTORS.
Buy good quality underlay only. Do not take the risk of
using bad quality and low life term materials. Ask our
professional consultant’s advice in order to choose the
most suitable product for the specific task.

MEDIROLL RIDGE ROLLS
THEY PROVIDE THE WATER RESISTANCE BETWEEN
THE RIDGE TILES AND THE PLAIN TILES ALONG THE
RIDGE AND HIP. By its professional installation you can
prevent birds from making a nests under the ridge tiles.
The perforated versions help with the ventilation of the
roof as well. The elastic element of the MediRoll aluminium
ridge rolls can be used for the profile of the Terrán roof
tiles. The ridge rolls with a lower stretch factor do not
provide for the same water resistance because they do not
touch the whole surface of the base tiles.

ACCESSORIES PROVIDING FOR THE
VENTILATION AND THE PROTECTION OF THE
STRUCTURE OF THE EAVES
Depending on the construction the ventilation tape and the
eaves ventilation element with or without comb provide for
the entrance surface of the air gap between the tiles and
the underlay.
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By using the metal dropping sheet we can protect the
wooden elements of the eaves from the moisture vapour
collecting and condensing beneath the roof. THIS WAY WE
CAN ENSURE THE LONG LIFE TERM OF THE WOODEN
STRUCTURE.

THE SNOW PROTECTION CAN BE MANAGED BY
SNOW GUARDS PLACED IN A LINE OR ON THE WHOLE
SURFACE OF THE ROOF.
Snow guards placed in a line along the gutter can help,
however they cannot prevent the avalanche when snow is
covering the whole surface of the roof.

STORM PROTECTION (WIND SECTION SECURITY)
The storm (wind) proofness of the concrete tiles is
exceptional, however the lifting power of sudden winds on
certain parts of the roof must be offset by the appropriate
stabilization of the tiles. For the stabilization it is important
to use materials that are non-corrosive (i.e. zinc-aluminium
alloy, stainless steel).
VERGE TILES, CUT TILES, RIDGE TILES AND THE
EAVES TILES ALL NEED TO BE FIXED SEPARATELY.
The accessories that can be used: min. 4,5 mm screw,
ridge tile clip, storm clip, eaves clip, fit up aid with wire.
For the appropriate usage of the accessories consult our
professional consultant colleagues.

WHAT CAN HAPPEN, IF THE MOST NECESSARY ACCESSORIES ARE NOT
APPLIED?
If you choose the wrong underlay:

If the snow protection is installed
wrong:

Moisture and mould could
accumulate on the inside
surfaces and the heat
insulation system can be less
effective.

It can result in serious
damages to property and
could cause personal injuries.

If the layer order is wrong:

If the tiles are fixed wrong:

The roof can be damaged
and can only be repaired by
deconstructing the whole
roof structure.

Repairs and replacements can
result in unexpected extra
costs.
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DATA FOR IMPLEMENTATION
Batten size:							 min. 30/50 mm
Tiling length,
batten dist.:							 max. 340 mm (depending on the roof pitch)

RUNDO, ZENIT
Batten size:								 min. 30/50 mm
Tiling length, dist.
of battens:								 max. 310 mm (depending on the pitch)

Roof pitch

Minimum overlap

Lateral overlap:										
Overlap above each other:			
Distance of eaves batten:				
Distance of ridge batten:				

Biggest batten
distance

Tile need per m2

30 mm
min. 110 mm (depending on the pitch)
30 cm
5 cm

Weight (kg/roof m2)
RUNDO

Roof pitch

Minimum
overlap

Maximum
batten
distance

16–22°

10 cm

32 cm

5 cm

Ridge batten
distance

Horizontal overlap:				 30 mm
Vertical overlap:						 min. 80 mm (depending on the roof pitch)
Eaves batten distance:		 33 cm
Tile Need
per m2

Weight (kg/roof m2)
STANDARD,
DANUBIA

COPPO

SYNUS

10,42

45,85

46,89

40,64

22–30°

9 cm

33 cm

4,5 cm

10,10

44,44

45,45

39,39

above 30°

8 cm

34 cm

4 cm

9,80

43,12

44,10

38,22

ZENIT

25–30°

14 cm

28 cm

11,90

52,36

54,74

30–35°

13 cm

29 cm

11,49

50,56

52,85

35–45°

12 cm

30 cm

11,11

48,84

51,06

above 45°

11 cm

31 cm

10,75

47,30

49,45

sTANDARD, DANUBIA
Tiling width = (number of rows x 30 cm) + 7 cm

RUNDO

Structural wideness = (number of rows x 30 cm) - 1 cm
Fascia overlap

raw wall size

Fascia overlap

SYNUS
Tiling width = (number of rows x 30 cm) + 7 cm

Structural wideness = (number of rows x 30 cm) - 1 cm

ZENIT

Fascia overlap

raw wall size

Fascia overlap

Tiling width = number of rows x 30 cm

COPPO 2018
Tiling width = (number of rows x 30 cm) + 7 cm

Structural wideness = (number of rows x 30 cm) - 8 cm
Fascia overlap
Fascia overlap

raw wall size

Structural wideness = (number of rows x 30 cm) - 1 cm
Fascia overlap
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raw wall size

Fascia overlap
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terr á n
ecotop
system
accessories
The ecoTOP includes such accessories that do
not form an essential part of the roof however
they are still important components. By using
such accessories you can reach economic and
professional solutions that will not compromise
in quality.
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BETON-, FÉM- ÉS
MŰANYAG KIEGÉSZÍTŐK
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MEDISOLAR SOLAR CELLS SYSTEM

MEDICOMFORT ROOF INSULATION

The MediSOLAR solar cells and solar collector systems use renewable solar energy. They provide the implementation of a
long term, safe, naturally produced electricity, warm water and efficient heating system.

We use almost 40% of Hungary’s energy consumption for the heating of our buildings. This is a larger percentage than the
consumption of the traffic or industry. It is our shared aim to decrease our energy consumption by the proper insulation of
our buildings.

HEAT LOSS

MAKE YOUR HOME ENRVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY
For covering your roof use the Terrán roof tiles. They are manufactured by using natural ingredients (water, sand, stone).
Discover the possibilities of solar power by using the MediSOLAR system.

MEDISOLAR SOLAR CELLS

EASY FIXING, FITTING
The electricity connection of the solar modules is prepared
by the manufacturer. The connections of the solar panel
modules only need to be plugged together and then the so
prepared into cable chains which are lead into the central
electricity converter.
The modules can be fitted horizontally or vertically there
are fitting methods for almost all roof types. The aluminium
frame of the modules provides firm connection points.

The ratio of the heat loss differs at the different parts of the
building. Most of the heat leaves through the roof, therefore
this is where the insulation is the most important.

WITH AN UP TO DATE ROOF
RENOVATION YOU CAN SAVE UP TO
80% ENERGY WITHOUT TOUCHING
THE ROOF’S INTERNAL SHEATING.
EXTERNAL ROOF RENOVATION
By placing the MediCOMFORT PUR/PIR insulation’s rigid
foam panel components above the ridge board and rafters,
you can not only improve the insulation up to any extent,
but the above mentioned problems (e.g. heat loss) can be
avoided as well. In order to solve the above mentioned
problems the roof only needs to be opened from outside.
The panels have a vapour transmission foil on both sides
that can be lapped on the upper side and bonded together
using a stick on strip, therefore it is not necessary to build
in an underlay.
1 cm poliuretánnal (PIR) azonos hőszigetelő hatás:
1,9 cm szálas szigetelő anyag

MediCOMFORT:
THE OPTIMAL ROOF INSULATION MATERIAL

1,9 cm expandált polisztirol (hungarocell)
5,2 cm pórusbeton
9,1 cm fa
9,7 cm vázkerámia
tégla
38,1cm tömör tégla
100 cm vasbeton

POLICRYSTAL SOLAR PANEL MODUL
The solar panel includes the solar cells laminated between
two glass sheets. The solar cells are imbedded in two plastic
foils within the glass sheets. The back of the solar panel is a
special weather proof covering foil.
Thanks to the modern laminating technology the module is
perfectly weather proof.

Please consult our professional consultants in connection
with calculation of the necessary material quantity and
prices of solar panels and solar cells at +36-69/569-950 or
send us the filled out questionnaire that can be downloaded
from our website (www.terrantiles.com) upon registration to
+36-69/569-963 by fax or to the marketing@terranteto.hu
e-mail address.

The MediCOMFORT roof-insulation can be placed directly
on the rafters without any support, but by taking into
consideration labour safety requirements.
The panels were prepared with creating a grooved edge
detail therefore they provide a continuous insulation layer
on the roof deck. Due to their shape the panels prevent
heat bridges even at their attachment points.
Due to their various mounting options the MediCOMFORT
(PIR) panels provide an excellent solution for renovation,
new built houses, construction of high and low pitched
roofs.

The most important feature of insulation materials
is the insulation effect. MediCOMFORT has better
insulation qualities and meet the requirements even in
the thinner version. Due to their thickness the shipment,
transportation and implementation is also easier.
The MediCOMFORT roof insulation material has multiplied
insulation qualities compared to other construction
materials.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT, ECONOMICAL SUSTAINABILITY

Non insulated reinforced concrete slab:
U=1,62 W/m2K
14 cm thick MediCOMFORT 022 insulation: U=0,10 W/m2K
Extra investment cost: 			
gross 1.275.000 Ft (120 m2 roof surface including material and work cost)
* The natural gas/heating cost/emission spared in 20 years is
46.400 m3 / HUF 4,547,200 / 90 tonnes of CO2. The return
on the investment largely depends on the price of the energy
resources.
In other European countries (Germany, Slovakia, Denmark) you
need to pay the multiple of the Hungarian energy source prices.
If the price of the natural gas would double in Hungary then the
payback period of the investment in the MediCOMFORT system
would reduce to 4 years. In case of possible participation in energy saving tenders the payback time can be further reduced. If by using the MediCOMFORT insulation
system we gain valuable surface then by adding the value of the gained surface, the investment may even return in the moment of implementation. The data used for the
calculations hereby are only for information.

Amount of gas spared per year: 		
Heating cost spared per year:
		
CO2 spared per year: 				

2.320 m3
227.360 Ft
4,5 tonna

Time period of return of the investment: 5,6 years*
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COST OF SHIPMENT, PACKAGING AND PALLETIZING
SHIPMENT COST
We provide free shipment within the borders of Hungary (in case of the same time order of products quantities equal to or
exceeding 4 pallets). In case of orders below 4 pallets, we charge a separate shipment fee of HUF 10,000+VAT.

GENERAL LOGISTICS FEE AND PALLET DEPOSTI FEE
The prices listed in the Terrán price list are exclusive of the General Logistics Fee, which shall be paid simultaneously with the
payment of the purchase price. We reimburse the pallet deposit price from the General Logistics Fee according to our General
Terms and Conditions.
If the Purchaser re-delivers the pallets to the site of the order, the commercial Partner operating in the area, where the order
was placed must refund in cash to the Purchasers the deposit fee of the pallets upon their delivery and take over, if they are in a
non-damaged reusable condition and they are marked with
Price (Ft)
Name
our company’s individual logo. In case of delivery without a
Net
Gross
pallet, we charge a separate packaging and repalleting fee.
General logistics fee / pallet
(including the deposit of the pallet as well)

Repurchase price of the custom-labelled Terrán
pallet / item
(re-delivered to a commercial Partner by us)
Repurchase price of the custom-labelled Terrán
pallet / item
(re-delivered by a Partner or Purchaser to our sites
in Bóly or Kunszentmiklós)
Packaging and repalleting fee

Fees of the Terrán Courier service
up to 30 kg
between 30–50 kg
above 50 kg
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4.800

6.096

2.000

2.540

2.100

2.667

2.800

3.556

Ft/package
Net
Gross
3.300
6.500

4.191
8.255

Subject to one time agreements

TERRÁN COURIER
Per individual request Terrán Tetőcserép Gyártó Ltd.
undertakes the express delivery of smaller packages through a
delivery company within the borders of Hungary, according to
the below table.
Orders received by Terrán Tetőcserép Gyártó Ltd. until 9 AM
and confirmed accordingly are delivered the following day. Any
orders received after the above time will be delivered on the
second working day from the confirmation of such orders.

